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DEVELOPING STORY: JOSEPH

 

1

 

In the Bible, in the latter part of Book of Genesis, we read

about the unusual story of a teenage boy named Joseph

who was sold into captivity by his ten big brothers.

His brothers hated him so much that they couldn’t wait to

get rid of him.

So when the opportunity presented itself, they

contemplated how best to achieve their sinister goal. 

Their options included killing him, abandoning him in an

empty pit so he could be eaten up by wild animals, or just

selling him off. 

They eventually settled for the third option – to sell him

into slavery, that way, he would never come back home

again.

That was at a time when slave trade was legal.

The Midianite merchants bought him from his brothers

and took him away from his home country. They later sold

him at the Egyptian slave market, where he was bought by

a high ranking Egyptian officer named Potiphar, who was 
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also the captain of the guard for Pharaoh, the king of Egypt.

Thankfully, in Potiphar's home, Joseph thrived.

Potiphar “soon made Joseph his personal attendant. He put

him in charge of his entire household and everything he

owned” (Genesis 39:4). 

That also meant that Joseph would have to deal with the

boss’s wife, Mrs P, who seduced him day after day.

After the break he had in Potiphar's home from his turmoil,

Joseph was again thrown in prison, albeit unjustly. 

Of course it had something to do with the boss’s wife who

felt slighted because Joseph wouldn’t give her what she

wanted.

Joseph remained in the VIP prison where the king’s

prisoners were usually held while their matters were being

considered.

And he was literally forgotten there in prison.

Joseph later rose to greatness at age of 30 when he, by

some inexplicable design, became the “Vizier” to the

Pharaoh of that time.

A few years later, he forgave his ten mean brothers and

brought his entire clan of 75 people, including his aged

father Israel (Jacob), from their home at Hebron, Canaan, to

live in Egypt where he took care of them.

And that in a nutshell was how the nation of Israel was

born. And in Egypt they bloomed.

We read in Genesis 47:27 – “Meanwhile, the people of Israel

settled in the region of Goshen in Egypt. There they 
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acquired property, and they were fruitful, and their

population grew rapidly.”

They grew in number and grew in number, and flourished,

until...

Until there arose a Pharaoh Who Did Not Know Joseph!

~

Who is a Vizier?

A vizier was the highest official in Ancient Egypt.

He stood second to the Egyptian king (i.e. the Pharaoh), and

was in charge of administration, security, judgement and

the safety of the Pharaoh and the empire.

Another word for vizier is “chancellor” or “prime minister”.
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HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE TO

FORGET A NATIONAL HERO?

 

2

 

The 75-member family of Joseph was allowed to live in

Goshen – one of the finest suburbs of the land of Egypt.

There at Goshen, the family of Israel flourished under the

protection of Joseph.

As Genesis closed, we read that this family continued to

prosper even after Israel (Jacob) and Joseph had passed on.

However, as we opened the first chapter of Exodus, we

read that the Israelites were no longer 75, in fact they had

become a nation, and in fact, the nation of Israel already in

slavery!

Apparently, there was a new Pharaoh who did not know

Joseph, and this Pharaoh forced them into slavery.

In Exodus 1:8, we read –

“Eventually, a new king came to power in Egypt who knew

nothing about Joseph or what he had done.”

It appeared that something did not add up.

How was it possible that a king would not know history?

9
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How was it possible that a Pharaoh would not know

Joseph?

Joseph saved their nation. 

It would be almost impossible to discuss history without

mentioning the man who made the country the economic

headquarters during a time of regional famine, who made

the dynasty of the Pharaohs rich and powerful, who bought

all the land in the entire nation of Egypt and handed it

over to the Pharaoh of his time.

Joseph came into the country as a 17 years old slave, and

became the Vizier by the time he was 30 years old. 

He was in charge of administration through the 14 years of

plenty-and-famine and beyond.

And Joseph lived for 110 years, meaning he was there in

public eyes for the next 80 years, and his entire sojourn in

Egypt lasted for more than 90 years.

Joseph was a national treasure – the last verse of the book

of Genesis described how the Egyptians mummified him,

to sort of immortalise him.

How then was he so quickly forgotten?

And how did a man, a Pharaoh, a head of one of the most

civilised nations in the ancient world not know anything

about Joseph? 

Or about what he had done?
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WHO WAS JOSEPH AND

WHAT HAD JOSEPH DONE?

 

3

 

“Eventually, a new king came to power in Egypt who knew

nothing about Joseph or what he had done.” (Exodus 1:8)

When we read this verse, we realise that these two

questions are relevant:

Who was Joseph? And what had he done?

~

What had Joseph done?

Well, for a start, 

1. Joseph saved the nation of Egypt from a seven year

famine by predicting there would be a famine, and storing

up enough grain even before the famine started.

And 2. Joseph bought up all the land of Egypt and had

made the Pharaoh very rich and powerful.

In Genesis 47: 13-26, we read how Joseph enriched and

empowered Pharaoh's dynasty.

For the 7 years of famine, all Egypt and all surrounding

nations depended on Pharaoh for sustenance, and it was 
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not for free.

When the famine was severe, Joseph collected their money

in exchange for opening up his silos and providing food.

Genesis 47:14 – “By selling grain to the people, Joseph

eventually collected all the money in Egypt and Canaan,

and he put the money in Pharaoh’s treasury.” 

When they ran out of money, Joseph collected all their

livestock in exchange for food

Genesis 47:17 – “So they brought their livestock to Joseph

in exchange for food. In exchange for their horses, flocks

of sheep and goats, herds of cattle, and donkeys, Joseph

provided them with food for another year.” 

And when they ran out of livestock, they offered their land. 

Genesis 47:21 – “So Joseph bought all the land of Egypt for

Pharaoh. All the Egyptians sold him their fields because the

famine was so severe, and soon all the land belonged to

Pharaoh.” 

He went ahead to decree that a fifth of all the proceeds

from their lands henceforth belonged to the Pharaoh.

Genesis 47: 26 – “Joseph then issued a decree still in effect

in the land of Egypt, that Pharaoh should receive one-fifth

of all the crops grown on his land.”

~

Joseph rose to “Chancellorship” when he interpreted

Pharaoh’s dream, predicted plenty-and-famine, and went

the extra mile of proffering a 14 year sustainable economic

plan, that will not only keep the nation afloat during an 
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extreme economic condition, but will also empower the

dynasty of the reigning Pharaoh.

He sounded convincing because administration and

interpreting dreams were naturally his areas of strength.

And everything had worked out just as he had predicted

and planned.

Whatever structures (silos) Joseph constructed to store

these grain must be ginormous to have accommodated

enough grain to feed a nation comfortably for seven years,

and without being destroyed by pests. 

Those were not small projects.

It has been found that many of these silos are still in

existence till this day. The construction plans are still

amazing.

What was most amazing was that there was one “genius”

behind the scene, making these things happen.

The man named Joseph.

While the Bible focused on how Joseph fed the nations,

historical accounts proved that his genius inventions went

beyond storing grains; His inventions also included

building these ginormous silos, and he was probably the

first known use of stone columns to support a building,

changing the faces of engineering and architecture.

These were not all, and, just like his coats of many colours,

he also wore the proverbial hat with many feathers.
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THE PHARAOHS OF THE

EGYPTIAN DYNASTIES

 

4

 

When you read about geniuses or unusual people like

Joseph and Daniel, you begin to ask questions like: Were

these people real? Or were they just figments of

somebody’s imagination?

We need to understand, that it has been proven repeatedly

that the Bible portrays accurate historical facts. 

The story of Joseph can pass as one of such evidences.

It becomes more comforting when we realise claims made

by the Bible can be compared with sources outside the

Bible.

It is believed that the Joseph and the 75 people from his

family relocated to Egypt in the 3rd Dynasty of the Ancient

Egypt, under the Pharaoh known as Pharaoh Djoser – the

Pharaoh of Joseph.

The Israelites flourished and multiplied during the 3rd &

4th dynasties while Joseph was alive, and they continued

multiply during the 5th & 6th dynasties after his death.
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There they acquired property, and they were fruitful, and

their population grew rapidly. And they continued to live

normally in their new country, until…

Until the 12th dynasty. Some 100 years later!

About 100 years after Joseph’s death, a Pharaoh who did

not know Joseph came to power. 

In reality, it was not so much of ignorance as it was of

monstrosity: the Pharaohs of the 12th dynasty did not like

the Israelites and felt threatened by them. 

The Israelites were beginning to outnumber the Egyptians

in their own country, and politically speaking, that did not

look good at all. 

They feared that the Israelites who sojourned in their

country would join their enemies during times of war, or

rebel, or worse still, leave their country, taking their skills

and economic input with them, and leaving the Egyptians

with nothing. 

Which is funny, because they did not like the Israelites but

they did not want them to leave either. 

So, they forced the Israelites into slavery.

In the Bible, we read: 

“So the Egyptians made the Israelites their slaves. They

appointed brutal slave drivers over them, hoping to wear

them down with crushing labour. They forced them to

build the cities of Pithom and Rameses as supply centers

for the king. But the more the Egyptians oppressed them,

the more the Israelites multiplied and spread, and the more
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alarmed the Egyptians became. So the Egyptians worked

the people of Israel without mercy. They made their lives

bitter, forcing them to mix mortar and make bricks and do

all the work in the fields. They were ruthless in all their

demands.” (Exodus 1: 11-14)

~

The Pharaohs of the 12th dynasty also constructed their

pyramids from mud brick and needed a large slave labour

force to make the mud bricks required for their pyramids.

These became the task of the Israelites who by the time of

the Exodus had come to number over two million. 

They constructed a total of 7 pyramids as well as The Lost

Labyrinth of Ancient Egypt.

This 12th dynasty lasted for about 200 years, and so was

the Israelite slavery.

~

What is The Egyptian Dynasty?

A dynasty is a series of rulers belonging to the same

family. 

Ancient Egypt was ruled by dynasties. 

Historians divide ancient Egyptian history into a total of

30 dynasties.

The ancient Egyptian Dynasty was abolished in 332 BC by

the Grecian Empire when Alexander the Great conquered

Egypt in his bid to conquer and Hellenise the world.

The Greeks then established a dynasty ruled by Hellenic

(Greek) Pharaohs which reigned for about 300 years.
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This dynasty later fell in 30 BC when the last Pharaoh -

Cleopatra committed suicide. At the same time, Egypt was

conquered by the Romans such that it became a Roman

territory.
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WAS THERE A REAL LIFE

JOSEPH IN HISTORY?

 

5

 

It's an established fact that the Israelites sojourned in the

land of the Egyptians for 430 years where they were forced

into slavery. But it all started peacefully when Joseph – a

chancellor to Pharaoh, and a man with dual nationalities

brought his family of 75 into Egypt.

The question now is: was there such a man as Joseph in

history? 

If you are looking for “Joseph” in Egyptian history, you will

probably not find one, because even from the Bible, we see

that Pharaoh gave him an Egyptian name. And even Joseph

initially spoke with his 10 big brothers in the Egyptian

language, with the help of an interpreter.

However, if you have been reading around ancient

civilisation, Egyptology or the Bible in history, you will

probably have come in contact with a man in history

whose story matched the Biblical records of Joseph, even

though one cannot conclude 100% if indeed this man was 
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Joseph.

In the 3rd Dynasty of the Ancient Egypt, there appeared on

the scene a most incredible individual in the ancient

records – a man called Imhotep.

Imhotep was a Vizier. A sage. An architect. An astrologer. A

statesman. A genius.

The striking comparison between Imhotep and Joseph had

made many conclude that they were indeed one and the

same.

Both men lived during the 3rd Dynasty, both were Vizier/

Chancellors to a Pharaoh, both lived to be 110 years of age.

Both men were great architect and builder, they stored up

grain during 7 years of plenty, both saw 7 years of famine

and both fed the people.

They both had knowledge of astrology, they were both

interpreter of dreams, they both built pyramids and

palaces, and both instituted an income tax of one fifth. 

Both men married into the Priesthood of On, and arguably

they were both “physicians” – Joseph’s  Egyptian name was

Zaphnath-paaneah which indicated salvation or

preservation.

They were both educated men, overseers of public works,

and both were one of twelve siblings.

The similarities appear too striking. 

So, it’s either both were same person or one of them was a

fictitious character.

Coming from a background that was largely “mysterious” 
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and humble, Imhotep rose to greatness, earning the

nickname “Leonardo da Vinci” of ancient Egypt.

Beyond his superhuman achievements and inventions,

including being the first known use of stone columns to

support a building.

Imhotep was later honoured and recognised as a deity,

taking his place as one of the gods of Egypt.

The big question today is: Could this man have indeed

been Joseph?
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STILL ON JOSEPH AND HIS

LOOK-ALIKE

 

6

 

At this point, the question staring at us is: Could Joseph

have been Imhotep?

A ‘yes’ sounds like an appropriate answer, considering the

striking comparison between the two, but it can also be a

‘no’. Who knows?

However, regardless of whether Joseph and Imhotep were

the same person or not, it's important to take some time

just to honour this hero of faith, the Biblical character

named Joseph.

I believe that beyond the rhetoric of Joseph transitioning

‘from pit to Potiphar, to prison and to Pharaoh/Prime

minister’ lies an actual person, a true legend, whose works

should be mentioned and celebrated.

Joseph was a man with a heart of gold, and with a soul of

platinum, an extraordinary man, a genius no doubts, and a

truly forgiving man who had no space for bitterness, a seer,

a prophet, a visionary, one who easily changed history.
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So, could Joseph have been Imhotep?

I think yes.

Comparison of the biblical record of Joseph with the

historical records of Imhotep raises no serious objection to

the suggestion that they were one and the same person.

Imhotep was (arguably) the greatest of all Egypt’s wise

men.

Pharaoh Djoser of the 3rd Egyptian dynasty, and Imhotep

his Vizier appear to be a perfect match for the Biblical

Pharaoh and Joseph duo.

Besides, the close correlations between Imhotep and the

Biblical Joseph have not gone unnoticed by scholars.

That is why in literature, you will often see the name

“Joseph-Imhotep” written by scholars and individuals who

believe they were indeed one and the same person.
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One would wonder – what was the relationship between

Joseph and Moses?

As we have noted, in the 3rd dynasty of ancient Egypt,

Joseph brought his father Israel and his entire big family

into Egypt where they flourished.

The descendants of Israel continued to flourish and they

multiplied until the 12th dynasty some 200 years when

they were forced into slavery.

The Israelite slavery spanned another 200 years.

And then one mysterious man came onstage to rescue the

people.

They called him Moses.

We read from the Bible that Moses was originally the son

of one of the Israelite slaves from the tribe of Levi. But due

to some miraculous interventions, he became an Egyptian

Prince.

The Egyptian Prince.

And later on, the junior Egyptian Monarch.
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We read in the book of Acts 7:22 – 

“So Moses was educated in all the wisdom of the Egyptians

and was powerful in speech and action.” 

However, due to an act of treachery which he committed,

at the age of 40, he abandoned his throne and he fled the

kingdom.

He journeyed southeasterly, across the desert, across

Mount Sinai, to a place known as Midian.

Moses spent 40 years in voluntary exile in Midian, where

he lived as peasant.

But God found him.

And by the time he returned to rescue the Israelites from

their Egyptian slave-drivers, Moses had grown some grey

hair. Lots of grey hair.

He was already 80 years old.

But he did rescue them anyway.

The relationship between Joseph and Moses was an “entry-

exit” situation:

75 people came into Egypt through Joseph.

That was easy.

430 years later, these individuals have multiplied, and 2

million people exited Egypt through Moses in an event

popularly known as Exodus.

That was not easy.

In the next chapters, we shall try to explore history to see

if we can find possible candidates from history who will be

a match for the Great Deliverer named Moses.
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SEARCHING FOR MOSES

 

8

 

The Pharaohs of the 12th dynasty forced the Israelites into

slavery, and committed other crimes against humanity –

including killing innocent infants in order to control the

slaves’ population and possible military strength.

Moses was born at the time of killing of the male infants of

Israelites slaves. 

One particular Pharaoh of the 12th dynasty decided to kill

the male children. So these kids would be put in a basket

and thrown to Nile to drown or feed the crocodiles.

This was so vile and so disturbing, that even the midwives

did not have enough fortitude do it. 

So, these midwives tried to save some of the babies and

lied about it to the Egyptian officials, hence the white lie

now known as ‘Hebrew Women’.

Their lies, which honestly could have an element of truth – 

“The Hebrew women are not like the Egyptian women.

They are more vigorous and have their babies so quickly

that we cannot get there in time.” (Exodus 1:17)
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Of course, the Egyptians would still hunt down these little

boys, but the midwives did not want to have anything to

do with it.

Moses was the 3rd of three children, his elder siblings

being Aaron and Miriam. His mother was Jochebed and his

father Amram who was also his mother’s nephew. 

They were all Levites. 

Exodus 6:20 – Amram married his father’s sister Jochebed,

and she gave birth to his sons, Aaron and Moses.

Moses would later write the law that forbade marriages

between family members and close relatives.

~

Moses survived the infanticide, for a while, but his parents

could not protect him for long, so after three months, his

parents had to let him go.

He was put in a waterproof basket and laid among the

reeds along the bank of the Nile River. 

While the parents left him there to die, his sister did not.

She wanted to know what would happen to him.

Baby Moses floated among the reeds, under the loving and

watchful eye of his big sis – Miriam.

Such sweet, sweet soul! She wouldn't let her baby brother

die without a fight.

Thankfully, he wasn’t eaten by the crocodiles, instead, he

was found by Pharaoh’s daughter, the Princess of the

Kingdom, who took an instant liking.

We read from the Bible in Exodus 2:10, that Pharaoh’s 
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daughter adopted him and raised him as her own son,

naming him Moses.

Miriam was a great advocate, because even as a little girl,

she managed to convince the Princess to hire their Mum

as the paid Nanny to nurse the baby Moses.

Moses was aware of his Jewish heritage, however, he was

also being groomed as the next Pharaoh, and historically

he actually did co-reign in Egypt, as we shall see in a bit.
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COMMANDMENTS
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We have seen the Biblical account of the life and deeds of

Moses. 

However, there are still some unanswered questions, which

include if it was a myth or if indeed there was a Moses

who was raised as an Egyptian Prince.

Historically, efforts have been made to search for possible

candidates in Egyptian history whose story matched that of

the Biblical Moses.

And at some point, it appeared that a breakthrough was

made, and a possible Moses from history was found. 

If you have seen the Cecil B. DeMille’s 1956 epic movie

titled “The Ten Commandments”, you would see a ‘Moses’

who was indeed an Egyptian Prince, a successful army

general, and a man who was in fierce rivalry with his

adoptive brother Rameses. 

That ‘Moses’ was also dating a Princess known as Nefertiti.

After discovering his Jewish heritage, Moses tried to make 
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living condition more bearable for the Hebrew slaves, a

decision which put his loyalty to the test.

Eventually Rameses charged Moses with insurgency,

Moses was banished from Egypt, and Rameses became the

Pharaoh in his stead. 

Rameses further went on to marry Nefertiti as she was

destined to marry the next Pharaoh.

~

For some reasons (which were once considered valid but

had since been debunked), the ‘Moses–Rameses rivalry’

was the popular consensus. 

That theory could be seen as portrayed in the movie “The

Ten Commandments”,  which by the way was one of the

greatest movies of all times.

Only that there was a problem: 

That theory threw the Biblical account of the story of

Moses, as well as the entire book of Exodus into utter

confusion.

This is because even though Rameses and Nefertiti were

married, and were indeed the Pharaoh and the Queen, it

was impossible to place Moses in their timeline. 

They both lived in the 18th dynasty of ancient Egypt, they

ruled some 700 years after the Biblical timeline of Moses,

meaning that they lived some 200 years after the times of

David and Solomon.

Due to these errors in the dating and in the timelines, the

story of Moses, Israelite slavery and the entire exodus 
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were once discredited by critics who discarded them mere

myth which never happened.

But first, we must dispense with the notion that Pharaoh

Rameses and Moses ever met.

That would be physically impossible.

18th dynasty candidates for Moses did not make sense and

thankfully, they had been certainly excluded.

After years of scholarly brainstorming, the chronology of

ancient Egypt was rewritten, and the stories we now read

about Moses and the Israelites were correctly placed at the

tail end of the 12th and 13th dynasty.

And just like that, everything made sense.

And history once again aligned with Biblical account.

What’s more? Moses was found!
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WAS THERE A MOSES IN
HISTORY?
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In 1 Kings 6:1, we read –

“During the fourth year of Solomon’s reign, he began to

construct the Temple of the LORD. This was 480 years after

the people of Israel were rescued from their slavery in the

land of Egypt.” 

Solomon’s reign was more “modern”, thus it was a lot

easier for it to be correctly dated. 

We do know that Solomon ruled for 40 years, somewhat

between 970–931 BC.

These pieces of information are relevant because they

made it easy to trace history some 500+ years backwards,

to the times of Exodus, to the period when Moses probably

lived.

Incidentally, this period matched the 12th Egyptian Dynasty

during which the Israelites were in Egyptian slavery.

And interestingly, a man in history whose credentials could

have matched Moses was found (or shall I say “not found”
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as we shall see later).

This man was an Egyptian Prince, who was adopted, whose

birth mother was not royalty, and who indeed rose to

become a Pharaoh.

So, here is the story and what happened in a nutshell:

~

While the Pharaohs of the 12th dynasty were all generally

cruel to the Israelites and forced them into slavery, there

was a Pharaoh who we read about in the Bible, whose

treatment of the slaves redefined vile and vengeful. 

Historians called him Sesostris III.

We read that he ordered that the male babies of the

Hebrew slaves be killed by drowning them in the Nile as a

way to control their strength and population, for fear that

they would rebel.

This Pharaoh had a son, his sole heir, who co-reigned with

him and later succeeded him as Pharaoh. 

The name/title of the younger Pharaoh was Amenemhet III.

It is known that under the co-regency of this Pharaoh

Sesostris III with his son Amenemhet III, the 12th dynasty of

ancient Egypt reached its peak in wealth and power.

Unfortunately for this Pharaoh, his dynasty was shaky:

He and his son had no successors.

His son who was also the younger monarch only had a

daughter, and this daughter, the Princess, could not have

children of her own; thus they had no heir to succeed

them. 
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So, in a Kingdom run in dynasties, where dynasties needed

be preserved at all costs, and where succession was such a

big deal, the future was not looking good for him. 

For them.

It was around this time that Moses was born.

And thrown into the Nile.

And found by the Princess.

And she kept him.

And adopted him.

And groomed him for the Throne.

~

What is Co-Regency?

In many ancient kingdoms, it wasn’t unusual to have co-

regency between a reigning Monarch and his heir/

successor. 

For example, King Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon co-reigned

with his father before the older monarch died.

Co-regency helped to prevent any succession wars that

might want to erupt following the death of a monarch, as

the successor was already running the kingdom, albeit in a

lesser capacity.
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Pharaoh’s daughter – we shall call her Princess – could not

have a child of her own, but she found a beautiful boy

abandoned by the Nile to be eaten by the crocodiles.

She loved the boy and adopted him, and brought him up

as her own son.

As the new Egyptian Prince.

And the sole heir to the throne.

While there was not much information on the adoption

story for this Egyptian Prince in history, it was interesting

to find out that the birth mother for the Egyptian Prince

was not remotely royal. 

She was only referred to in passing in literature as the

‘King’s Mother’, but she had no relations to the monarchy

or to the ‘King’s Father’, She was not the King’s wife,

daughter or sister, or in any way related.

Nobody talked about her.

Could it be possibly because she was an Israelite slave?
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~

Moses was adopted by the Pharaoh Amenemhet III who

was now the reigning monarch, and who immediately

began to groom him as the next Pharaoh.

With this new kid in the Egyptian Royal Family, suddenly

things were looking good again.

Amenemhet III now had a heir – Amenemhet IV! 

Yes, that was his name/title of the man believed to be

Moses!

The Pharaoh adopted this kid as his heir, the only heir, and

hoped the kid could co-regent one day.

And at the age of 30, Moses/Amenemhet IV did in fact

began his co-regency with his powerful predecessor

Amenemhet III. 

This lasted 9 years – approximately 1495-1486 BC in the

revised chronology.

It was peaceful and prosperous while it lasted, until….

Until one day, the younger monarch, Amenemhet IV, the

man believed to be Moses, suddenly disappeared at the

age of 40!

He abandoned his throne and literally disappeared from

the Kingdom. Before the death of his older Monarch and

predecessor – Pharaoh Amenemhet III.

And he never came back to the throne.

The Bible however had a perfect explanation for what

happened.

~
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Biblical Account of What Happened.

Moses knew he was the son of Jewish slaves and secretly

wanted to help them. In the process he killed an Egyptian

official.

When that secret leaked, he was afraid.

And we read in Exodus 2:15 –

“Moses fled from Pharaoh and went to live in the land of

Midian”.

Moses took the tedious journey across the desert, some

500km (285 miles) southeasterly to to the land of the

Arabians, to Midian, to escape Egyptian authority.

He made sure he moved far away from all the areas

controlled by Egypt, including Canaan, even though

Canaan was the land of his ancestry where Jacob, Joseph

and the 75 family members came from 400 years ago.

Besides, the journey to Canaan was shorter.

Instead he fled to Midian.

~

Midian

It should be recalled, that just like the Israelites and the

Ishmaelites, the Midianites were also descendants of

Abraham, Midian being the 4th son Abraham had with his

wife Keturah after the death of his first wife Sarah.

At the time of Moses, the people of Midian occupied both

the coastal strip of the Sinai Peninsula and parts of

the Arabian Peninsula on the opposite side of the Gulf of

Aqaba.
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They were a nomadic race, a diverse group of people, and

rich in flocks, herds, and camels.

And Midian also offered a great culture Moses could easily

blend into.

~

Life in Midian

Moses lived in voluntary exile in Midian for the next forty

years.

In Egypt, it appeared life was hard for Moses. It appeared

that beneath the strong facade was a troubled soul whose

loyalty was being tested beyond the limits!

It must be hard living a double life, torn between loyalty to

the Monarchy and loyalty to his Jewish roots.

But in Midian, Moses was able to block out his past life as

an Egyptian monarch and live a normal life.

Moses got himself a wife – Zipporah, and they had two

children – Gershom and Eliezer.

He even got a job – as a shepherd, while his father-in-law

doubled as his employer.

In Midian, Moses lived basic, mundane life: 

He was not royalty, he was not a general, he was not a

criminal, and he was not a slave.

However, before God, you cannot run, you cannot hide.

In that state, God found him, called him , and sent him back

to Egypt. 

But that was the last thing Moses ever wanted to do.
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The young monarch, Amenemhet IV, who is believed to be

Moses, abandoned his throne at the age of 40, having ruled

for 9 years as a co-regent.

The loss of Moses-Amenemhet IV was a big blow to the

monarchy, especially Pharaoh Amenemhet III himself, as it

meant that he suddenly had no male successor to the

throne.

And thus, the 12th dynasty was back to where it was forty

years ago – a wobbly dynasty, and its extinction was,

obviously, in sight now, more than ever before.

After the Pharaoh died, still without a heir, the Princess did

the needful – she took her place in history as the first

Queen of Egypt. 

Historians called her Sobekneferu. 

Her regime was short and peaceful, lasting just 4-8 years

(depending on different sources).

This Princess-Queen-Sobekneferu thus became the last

Pharaoh of the 12th dynasty of Ancient Egypt.
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And when she died, the powerful and ruthless 12th dynasty

died with her.

The 13th dynasty followed, but it was a highly

volatile dynasty, with rapid succession of pharaohs who

ruled few months to years.

~

The Monarch Returned

And one day, 40 years after he fled, Moses returned from

exile and set his feet again in Egypt.

God had called him earlier while he was still at Midian,

when an angel of the LORD appeared to him in a blazing

fire from the middle of a bush. 

Moses, an ageing man, enjoying his pension years while

still running his father-in-law’ business, was initially alerted

by what could have been a forest fire.

However, he noticed that though that part of the forest was

engulfed in flames, it didn’t burn up.

This had gotten Moses attention.

He turned aside, to investigate this ‘wonderful sight’. He

waited, and waited, to see what would happen.

And in that same setting, God had called him. 

He was the best candidate to rescue the Israelites, but he

was not ready to give up his mundane life.

After the initial excuses-littered reluctance, he eventually

took up the challenge.

To rescue the people. 

His people.
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Moses went back to the Royal Palace with a message from

God. He spoke to the reigning monarch with the authority

of one who could have been the Pharaoh himself.

His words rang through the ages, as he spoke these all too

familiar words:

LET MY PEOPLE GO!

~

The Missing Monarch

Generally, the Pharaohs of Ancient Egypt were found. They

are often mummified, and their tombs were usually

designed as gigantic pyramids which housed all their

earthly possessions. These could not be missed. And many

expeditions have been made to locate any missing

pyramids.

However, as for the runaway King, aka Amenemhet IV, aka

Moses:

He was never found!

His tomb/pyramid was never found, and his mummy was

never found.

Perhaps because he was Moses.

And perhaps because he left Egypt one last time the day

he led the 2 million Israelite slaves out of bondage.

And when he died, at ripe age of 120 years, he died on a

Mountain – on Mount Nebo, in the land of Moab, modern

day Jordan. 
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Thank you for joining me in this series on the "Pharaoh

Who Did Not Know Joseph".

A few years ago, I asked the question and set out to study

how it was possible for a Pharaoh to “not know Joseph”.

I did not have the foggiest idea of what I was going to

discover. And it was a rewarding journey.

I had my share of different range of emotions while

studying this topic and while writing this book, including –

“I know that already”

“I’m not quite certain about that”

“Did the Bible actually say that?”

“Seriously now?”

“Tread with caution, girlfriend”

and then there were the “Wows”, and the “Totally blown

away”.

For me, what was most inspiring was the discovery that the

Bible was not a compilation of fabrications, myths and

fairy-tales, but one with largely accurate historical facts and   

figures.
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I am aware that all the different categories of people –

scholars, historians, Christians, critics, and others have

widely different theories about the lives and the times of

the individuals mentioned in this book.

And while I did the best I could to provide accurate

information, in simple understandable language, without

going into the nitty-gritties of history books, any errors by

the author is unintended, and deeply regretted.

My encouragement goes to Christians, and I will say that

when you study the Bible, don’t just take it hook-line-and-

sinker because they say it’s the Word of God.

Ask questions. Tough questions. And look for answers. Do

not be afraid to challenge any verse you disagree with.

And don’t stop until you find the answers..

Thank you again for journeying through the Bible with me.

Let’s do this again sometime. 

If you have read any of my books, kindly write a review.

That will be most appreciated.

 

 

KEMI OWONIBI

 

P.s.

At the end of this book is the first chapter of my full

volume book ‘The Interface: Understanding the Book of

Daniel’. Stay connected so you can know when it is

released.
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Thank you again for journeying through the Bible with me 

as we studied

THE PHARAOH WHO DID NOT KNOW JOSEPH!
Let’s do this again sometime.

You can also follow me on social media to keep up with

my latest activities, books and events.

 

 

 

Facebook: Kemi Owonibi

Twitter: @kemiowonibi

Instagram: @kemiowonibi

Email: kemiowonibi@gmail.com

Subscribe to: realbiblepeople.wordpress.com for

your free ebooks, blog posts and other resources.

 

Blessings to you and all yours.
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BATHSHEBA is a compelling story of the
Biblical Bathsheba in the context of the men in

her life – David, Uriah, Ahithophel, Nathan,
Adonijah and Solomon

OUR BEAUTIFUL EARTH summarises creation
story and human existence on earth from a

Biblical point of view, in just a few pages.

The Pharaoh Who Did Not Know Joseph
explores Biblical records and historical facts to

tell the story of the inspiring journey from
Joseph to Moses

When Anita settled for office romance, she
didn't expect to fall in love with a third party.

She was soon caught in between two best
friends and her pastoral ministry couldn't be

more at stake. "AFTER" is contemporary
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THE INTERFACE: 
UNDERSTANDING THE BOOK OF

DANIEL

 

COMING SOON.. .

 

Chapter 1: Grooming of the Young Princes

~

What comes to mind when we hear the Book of Daniel?

Lions, no doubt. The story we all know and love: Daniel in

the lion’s den.

The four young men who would not defile themselves with

the king’s delicacies, the three young Hebrews in the

furnace also make the top stories. 

Perhaps we think about the giant statue with the head of

gold, and just maybe we may think about the strange

animals in Daniel’s vision. And yes, there was that part with

the handwriting on the wall.

How do we put those different stories together? 

How did they all manage to fit into a book that has just 12

chapters? They all seemed to have nothing in common.

And Daniel didn’t seem to be “real prophet” either because

he did not deliver the message from God in the usual style

of “thus says the Lord”. 
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In fact, he didn’t seem to have any messages to deliver in

the first place. 

And after the sixth chapter of Daniel, the book seemed to

close up; all that were left were visions and imagery of

animals and beasts. 

And to complicate things further, most parts of the book of

Daniel were written in Aramaic, and not the usual

languages used to write the other parts of the Bible.

So how do we understand this strange little book of the

Bible?

Maybe it will help to start from the beginning.

~

605 B.C.

Babylon

Daniel was born sometime around 620 B.C. Although we

do not know his exact date of birth, what we do know is

that he was one of the royal princes of Judah, or at least

from one of the noble families.

This can be confirmed in Daniel 1:3, where we read, 

“Then the king ordered Ashpenaz, his chief of staff, to bring

to the palace some of the young men of Judah’s royal

family and other noble families, who had been brought to

Babylon as captives.”

~

Babylonian Captivity Summarised.

One interesting feature of the Book of Daniel is that it

opened with a summary of the captivity of Judah, an event 
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that occurred when Jehoiakim was the King of Judah.

In 605 B.C., in the third year of Jehoiakim’s reign, the new

but ruthless Babylonian King named Nebuchadnezzar

attacked and conquered the nation of Judah. 

Following the conquest, King Nebuchadnezzar took the

royals and the nobles of Judah as his captives and exiled

them from Jerusalem. This formed part of his first of the

three stages of captivity of Judah.

Eight years later, in 597 BC, King Nebuchadnezzar returned

to Judah for the second stage during which he would

capture King Jeconiah, the queen mother, the court

officials, the officials of Judah and Jerusalem, all the

artisans, the craftsmen, and the metalsmiths and exiled

them from Jerusalem to Babylon. Jeremiah 29 vs 2. 

He further set up a puppet kingdom in Jerusalem which

was designed to answer to him.

Eventually King Nebuchadnezzar returned to Jerusalem

again eleven years later – in 586 BC for the third and final

stage of captivity of Judah. 

Jerusalem finally fell in 586 B.C. 

During this attack, King Nebuchadnezzar took as captive

his puppet King – Zedekiah and the entire nation of Judah,

he burnt down Jerusalem and destroy King Solomon’s

Temple after looting the Temple treasury and taking all the

precious items with him

The entire captivity of Judah lasted for 70 years, as

prophesied by Jeremiah the Prophet of the Lord.
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The Pharaoh Who Did Not
Know Joseph

ABOUT THE BOOK

When Israel and his seventy-five member family arrived at
Egypt from their home at Hebron, Canaan, at the invitation of

Pharaoh and his second-in-command - Joseph, they were
welcomed with celebrations and fanfare. 

They were given one of the finest suburbs in Egypt to live in.
Goshen.

However, at the turn of a century or two, their status
changed, and they were forced into slavery. 

The new Pharaohs appointed brutal slave drivers over them,
hoping to wear them down with crushing labour.

Until a redeemer arose, an Egyptian Prince, a man named
Moses.

The Pharaoh Who Did Not Know Joseph

is a book based on both Biblical and historical facts. 
It explores the timeline of the 430 years of Egyptian captivity,
questions how a national hero like Joseph could be forgotten,

and  vigorously searches through history to find possible
candidates whose credentials could have matched the Biblical

accounts of Joseph and Moses.
It's such an amazing book to read, and suitable 
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